PROCESS FOR REMOVING MAM-MILLION ANCIENT
MEMORY CONSCIOUSNESS AND CONNECTING WITH
YOUR GENIUS POTENTIAL
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in connecting my soul song energetic signature with the Conciousness
Frequency Light Codes of my genus potential stored in higher dimentional levels of my sacred
mind in the back of my head? Is that my crystal bed they are talking about or is that different?
“Beautiful One, here we are going to talk about at the back of your head is where the
greatest vibrations of the Source Memory is stored, if you wish you may call it that of the
crystal bed. What we are asking of all your humanity is to remove part of the ancient
memory so that all you have left is the memory of the Source that you are. The entire imprint
of you as the individual is what moves to the forward consciousness. Not left hiden in the
back of your head with the dynamics of your genetic structure or that of what is called your
memory of your consciousness. Now how do you do that?”
Process
“Well Beautiful Being here we are going to tell you to take a deep breath and feel the
front part of your head and remain there for a few moments. In your breath you will say to
yourself ‘I am bringing Light into the front portal of my head.’ Which is your consciousness
that you will use intentfully. Then Beautiful One your are going to allow yourself to feel your
own consciousness turn about from the front part of your head and radiate that Light to the
back part of your brainh. As you are doing that, that stream of Light will shed the Old Mammillion energy and release the most ancient of the ancient energy the I AM Source vibration
within you! Then everything you ask for is already done.”
Are you saying “Mam-million”?
“Mam-Million, yes. You are a mammal, are you not? So what you have stored here is
everything in existence upon this earth that has had recording vibrations from many different
stations of life and memories of life many worlds already lived. You have lived four worlds
already and you are about to line a fifth world. What the Great Divine is doing in all existence
is to release the Fourth World forever. You are done and to emerge with the Fifth Light. The
Fifth World which is a constant ray of awareness that you are source. It is a constance ray of

intentionality of peace, it is a constant ray of intentionality creativity. The messages you
have been living and teaching and sharing amongst each other that you are creators will be so
dynamic you will not wonder if you know you will know it in the instant. This is a time of
opportunity as you come into 6the Fifth World. Some of you will even call it the Fifth Race.
That you will realize you are Source Embodied to the Fullness. That you are in the playground
of creativity and that you can indeed carry on peacefulness throughout your world.
Interactions with your Oneness in which you know you are sharing wisdom amongst the
individual components and not have to feel the jealousies that create the wars. You will not
have to feel the separation that creates the distance between yourself and another and you will
not have to create jealousies that fashion yourselves as different.”
Oh that is wonderful! That is the foundation for the New World!
“Indeed it is!”
Oh thank you so much. I am so glad I am alive!
“Indeed, that is a joy! Is it not?”
Yes, thank you Malachi.

